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ABSTRACT

Lithium (Li) metal has been considered a promising anode material for high-energy-density rechargeable batteries, but its utilization is impeded by the nonuniform deposition during the charging process which leads to poor cycling life and safety concerns. Thus, understanding the electrodeposition mechanism of Li-metal anode is of great importance to develop practical engineering strategies for rechargeable Li-metal batteries. The electrodeposition of Li is controlled by both thermodynamic and kinetic factors, such as the solvation free energy of Li-ions, the Li nucleation, the surface diffusion of Li atom, and the strength of the interaction between Li-ion and the electrolyte anion. The scale of the whole process from the Li-ion reduction to the growth of a Li nucleus goes from sub-nanometer up to a few micrometers, which poses an outstanding challenge to both experiments and simulation. In this perspective, we discuss the top-down, the bottom-up, and the middle-way approaches to this challenge and the possible synergies between them.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Advanced battery technologies are playing a critical role in the transition to a climate-neutral society by enabling electrification of transport, as well as being intermittent electricity sources for renewable energies, such as solar and wind power [1]. While the state-of-the-art lithium-ion batteries (LIB) can deliver gravimetric energy densities up to 300 Wh/kg by materials optimization and cell design, this value is approaching its limit [2]. To satisfy applications inherently requiring higher energy densities, like electric vehicles, the introduction of entirely new technologies or electrolytes, and a passivation layer will spontaneously be created by the Li anode with the electrolyte, shortening the battery cycle life. In addition, dendrites as well as during cycling will consume the active Li metal and lead to poor cycling life and safety concerns [5]. The formation of Li dendrites is strongly related to the nature of the reduction process of Li-ions, the nucleation of Li atoms at the substrate, and mass transfer kinetics at the interface between the Li anode and electrolyte. The interface of the Li anode is also thermodynamically unstable toward common electrolytes, and a passivation layer will spontaneously be created by the interaction between the electrolyte and Li [6]. The formation of this surface layer, the solid electrolyte interphase (SEI), at the initial state as well as during cycling will consume the active Li metal and electrolyte, shortening the battery cycle life. In addition, dendrites and porous structures covered with the SEI risk becoming electronically separated from the bulk metal during cycling. This leads to an inactive mass being accumulated at the interface and induces high interfacial resistance and lower Coulombic efficiency, both of which will lead to the capacity fading of batteries [5,7,8]. Therefore, understanding the nucleation, the morphology formation, and the SEI evolution on Li anode, particularly for the electrodeposition...
process, is the key to design advanced engineering strategies for the unitization of Li anode in high-energy-density batteries [9].

To capture the interface evolution and SEI structures on Li anodes, various characterization methods have been developed, including high-resolution cryo-electron microscopy, operando X-ray tomography, optical microscopy, and in situ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy [10]. These techniques can monitor the interface structure of Li during the electrodeposition process, covering the initial states (10–100 nm) to the final morphology (1–10 μm). However, each diagnostic tool has certain limitations, hindering the understanding of the Li interface through the fundamental theory or under various conditions. Numerical simulation methods are also introduced to provide a theoretical understanding of specific steps or scale for the electrodeposition behavior of Li. For instance, first-principles simulations based on the density functional theory (DFT) have been used to explore the decomposition of gas molecules on Li for stabilizing Li anodes by surface treatment [11]. Moreover, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been employed to understand the growth mechanism during the Li electrodeposition at the atomic scale [12]. Finite element method based on a thermodynamically consistent theory is also a powerful tool to simulate the electro-chemo-mechanics of Li growth regarding the impact of mass transport, electrodeposition, and deformation at the interface [13].

Despite remarkable results obtained by simulation methods, the electrochemical conditions used in simulations are usually not representative enough for the real situation in electrochemical cells during experiments, not to mention the risk of overlooking alternative mechanisms. Therefore, the simulation results may show a similar trend as in the experiment, but they may not be correct for the right reasons. In this perspective, we try to bridge the fundamentals and the typical practice in the Li electrodeposition in an attempt to seek synergy between theory and experiments. Therefore, our strategy is not to exhaustively review the topic but rather to bring up points that are insufficiently discussed in the literature with a clear focus on lithium-metal battery systems containing liquid electrolytes. Recent progress on both atomistic simulation and phase-field modeling of the space-charge layer as well as Li dendrite formation in solid electrolytes can be found elsewhere [14–17].

2. Thermodynamics and interface

The reduction potential of Li⁺ in aqueous solution is −3.04 V versus the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE). Since Li metal strongly reacts with water, this value is actually experimentally determined with respect to the lithium amalgam [18]. Nevertheless, it would be instructive to describe how one can obtain the standard reduction potential of Li⁺ through the so-called thermodynamic cycle.

As illustrated in Fig. 1a, the overall reaction of Li⁺ reduction can be calculated based on the following three steps:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Li} (s) & \rightarrow \text{Li} (g), \\
\text{Li} (g) & \rightarrow \text{Li}^+(g) + e^-, \\
\text{Li}^+(g) & \rightarrow \text{Li}^+(sol).
\end{align*}
\]

The reverse of \((1) + (2) + (3)\) leads to the Li⁺ reduction reaction in aqueous solution. The corresponding energetic changes accompanying these three processes are the heat of sublimation \(\Delta H_{\text{sub}}\), the ionization potential \(\text{IP}\), and the solvation free energy \(\Delta G_{\text{sol}}\). Note that both \(\Delta H_{\text{sub}}\) and IP are positive, whereas \(\Delta G_{\text{sol}}\) is negative. Results of such calculations are present in Table 1, where values for other monovalent metal ions such as Na⁺, K⁺, Ag⁺ are also given, in addition to the case of Li⁺.

The significance of Table 1 lies in the fact that the standard reduction potential of Li⁺ depends on the type of solvent. By decreasing the solvation free energy, the reduction potential of Li⁺ can become more positive. Further, it suggests that counterions would play a significant role, where the ion-pairing and the ion correlation can significantly change the activity coefficient and the concentration of free Li⁺. It is worth mentioning that \(\Delta H_{\text{sub}}, \text{IP}, \) and \(\Delta G_{\text{sol}}\) are all accessible thermodynamic quantities from first-principles simulations [24–26].

Li electrodeposition obviously involves the interface between the lithium metal and the electrolyte solution, as depicted in Fig. 1a. However, the interface does not show up in the thermodynamic cycle discussed so far. This means that one could rewrite the Li⁺ reduction reaction in order to reveal the role of the interface, as shown below:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Li}^+(sol) + * & \rightarrow \text{Li}^+(s), \\
\text{Li}^+(s) & \rightarrow \text{Li} (s).
\end{align*}
\]

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ion</th>
<th>Li⁺</th>
<th>Na⁺</th>
<th>K⁺</th>
<th>Ag⁺</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IP (eV)</td>
<td>5.39</td>
<td>5.14</td>
<td>4.34</td>
<td>7.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta H_{\text{sub}}) (eV)</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta G_{\text{sol}}) (eV)</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>4.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. (a) Thermodynamic cycle for Li electrodeposition reaction; (b) the charge distribution of a model Li pyramid at −3.04 versus SHE. Adapted from Ref. [19] under the terms of CC-BY license (Copyright 2021 Authors).
where asterisk * indicates the surface site, which is commonly used in surface science.

The importance of reactions (4) – (6) is that it follows the sequential steps of Li electrodeposition, i.e., the diffusion and the adsorption of Li⁺ on the surface, the charge-transfer reaction at the surface, and the nucleation to form the Li metal. Since the charge-transfer reaction is normally considered [27] to be the fastest among these three, reactions (4) and (6) are therefore the rate-limiting steps composed of multiple elementary reactions. Here, we focus on reaction (4).

As recently pointed out by Santos and Schmickler [19], the standard reduction potential of Li⁺ (–3.04 versus SHE) is lower than the potential of zero charge (PZC) of lithium metal (–1.91 versus SHE). A similar conclusion was drawn previously based on the first-principles calculation [28]. This means that the lithium electrode will bear a negative charge at the nominal deposition potential. Looking at the reaction (5), it is clear that the electrostatic interaction between the negatively charged lithium metal and the lithium-ion will drive the reaction. More interestingly, the negative charge will not be distributed uniformly when the surface of the lithium metal is rugged rather than ideally flat. As illustrated in Fig. 1b, the model electrode with a pyramid shape shows that the negative charge is localized around the tip of the pyramid. This has a strong indication that the Li deposition does not happen uniformly, and that dendrite growth is inevitable. It further suggests that the geometry, the roughness, and the defects at the lithium metal surface are crucial for the initial step during the Li deposition.

To close this section, it is worth noting that the solvent, the counterion, and the interfacial electric field have an even more critical role in influencing the kinetics of the Li electrodeposition yielding various overpotentials [29]. In addition, the interface also plays a crucial role in reaction (6) which involves the surface diffusion [30] and the nucleation mechanism, as discussed in the next section.

3. 2D versus 3D lithium nucleation and growth on lithium and copper electrodes

As already indicated in the introduction, lithium deposition in conventional electrolytes, e.g., 1 M LiPF₆ in EC:DEC (1:1), typically results in the formation of deposits composed of porous lithium, lithium dendrites, and dead lithium [5,31]. This problem is typically addressed using electrolyte additives or functionalized layers on the electrode to stabilize the SEI layer and subsequently decrease the risk of lithium dendrite formation. Very few studies have, so far, focused on obtaining 2D rather than 3D nucleation and growth by electrochemically modifying the lithium nucleation conditions. This is surprising as it is well known [32,33] that the number of nuclei formed on the electrode depends exponentially on the employed overpotential. At low overpotentials, only a few nuclei would be expected to form on the (most active deposition sites) of the lithium electrode, favoring the generation of a 3D deposit (i.e., porous lithium, dead lithium, and dendrites). This becomes a major problem when using a lithium electrode immersed in electrolytes containing 1 M lithium salt since the lithium electrode then would act essentially as a nonpolarizable electrode. In conventional electrolytes (as well as in solid electrolytes), it should, therefore, be very difficult to reach the overpotentials needed to ensure 2D nucleation and growth on lithium metal electrodes. This is in excellent agreement with the experimental findings for liquid electrolytes [5,31].

The key to obtaining a homogeneous distribution of lithium nuclei on the entire electrode surface is consequently the ability to apply a sufficiently large overpotential to the electrode. The question is then if 2D nucleation and growth can be obtained using approaches based on electrolyte additives or functional coatings on the lithium electrode? This seems unlikely, at least when using a lithium salt concentration of 1 M. While the formation of lithium complexes with ligands in the electrolyte can increase the overpotential by decreasing the free Li⁺ concentration in the electrolyte, the effect is most likely too small to give rise to the large overpotentials needed to ensure 2D nucleation and growth. However, it has been demonstrated [34] that 2D nucleation and growth can be obtained by decreasing the concentration of the lithium salt in the electrolyte from 1 M to 20 mM. This allows a very short (e.g., 10 ms long) nucleation pulse to be used to generate small nuclei on the entire electrode surface. Here, it is very important that the lithium nuclei are formed simultaneously, i.e., that the nucleation and growth are instantaneous rather than progressive. After the nucleation step, the lithium nuclei are then allowed to grow at a lower overpotential where no new nuclei are formed, e.g., using conventional constant-current deposition conditions. In this approach to realize 2D lithium deposition and growth, schematically described in Fig. 2, a supporting electrolyte can also be used to ensure that the conductivity of the electrolyte remains essentially unchanged. With a supporting electrolyte, the migration of Li⁺ is also essentially eliminated which should decrease the risk of the formation of dendrites evidenced by the deposited lithium shown in Fig. 2. The fact that the mass transport of Li⁺ to the electrode then becomes diffusion controlled further ensures a homogeneous lithium deposition. While the approach, described in Fig. 2, is promising, more work is clearly needed to further evaluate this approach.

In addition to the large interest in the deposition of lithium-on-lithium electrodes, there is also a significant interest in the deposition of lithium on copper electrodes [35,36]. It has, for example, been proposed that lithium may be deposited directly on copper current collectors or porous copper electrodes with large surface areas [36,37]. As will be described below, the attainment of 2D deposition of lithium on copper electrodes may, however, be even more difficult to obtain than that on lithium electrodes. One additional complication is that small lithium nuclei formed on a copper electrode will diffuse into the copper electrode [38] as lithium and copper form a solid solution. Since the lithium nuclei are less stable on a copper electrode (than on a lithium electrode), it should be more difficult to obtain 2D nucleation and growth on a copper electrode. Another complication is that the lithium deposition potential will vary during the deposition due to potential drop in the electrolyte [35,36]. It has, for example, been shown that the formation of lithium complexes with ligands in the electrolyte can increase the overpotential by decreasing the free Li⁺ concentration in the electrolyte yielding various overpotentials [29]. In addition, the interface also plays a crucial role in reaction (6) which involves the surface diffusion [30] and the nucleation mechanism, as discussed in the next section.
formation of porous lithium, dead lithium, and dendrites if 2D deposition and growth cannot be realized. It is, therefore, very unlikely that stable lithium metal electrodes can be realized by merely using approaches based on the inclusion of additives in the electrolyte or functionalized layers on the surfaces of electrodes. Given that 3D lithium deposition is very likely to be observed under conventional experimental conditions, one important question is how the morphologies and microstructures of the lithium deposits can be controlled. As will be discussed in the next section, phase-field modeling can be used to shed light on this topic.

4. Growth of Li nucleus to microstructures

The morphology of electrodeposited Li is highly dependent on the electrochemical environment which depends on the nanostructure and chemistry of the electrolyte, the tortuosity of the substrate, the properties of the SEI, as well as the operation conditions [39]. Owing to the complexity of the electrochemical process, the electrodeposited Li has been reported to have various morphologies, such as needle-like [40], mossy-like [39], sheet-like [40], or pillar-like [41], depending on the conditions employed, including the electrolyte formulation, applied current density, temperature, and stack pressure.

From a fundamental electrochemical point of view, the final morphology of the deposit is mainly determined by the mass transfer of Li-ions in the liquid electrolyte as well as the stability of the ion-conductive SEI layer on the Li anode [42]. A strong concentration gradient induced by the low Li-ion mass transfer rate is believed to lead to the formation of Li dendrites. Moreover, the thin SEI layer may break when its mechanical strength is not enough to adapt to the fluctuating electrode surface. This will trigger side reactions between the freshly exposed Li and electrolyte, irreversibly consuming both active Li and electrolyte. Therefore, it is very important to understand the dynamic correlation between the electrodeposition of Li and multi-physics fields during the Li growth process.

Fig. 2. Schematic illustrations of the lithium-on-lithium deposition conditions in electrolytes containing a conventional (A and C) and significantly lower (B and D) lithium salt concentration, respectively. High [Li$^+$] images represent the conditions during conventional lithium deposition in 1.0 M LiPF$_6$, whereas a nucleation pulse and pause were assumed to be used together with the Low [Li$^+$] electrolyte. Lower figures (c and d) depict magnifications of the regions indicated in the upper figures. Note the larger number of nuclei and hence the more two-dimensional-like deposition in the Low [Li$^+$] electrolyte [34].

Fig. 3. Phase-field modeling results reveal the correlation of the final pattern of the electrodeposited Li and the applied electrostatic potential in the electrodeposition system, as well as the initial morphology. Reproduced from Ref. [43]. Copyright (2015) Elsevier.
A thermodynamically consistent phase-field model was built by Liu et al. to study the influence of the electrochemical overpotential, which is determined by the electrostatic potential and the lithium-ion concentration, on the formation of patterns of Li dendrites [43]. In this model, the nonlinear evolution of the phase-field model is treated with an electrochemical overpotential. Therefore, the electrochemical kinetics is captured by monitoring the change of mass transfer of Li-ions and the local electrostatic field. As shown in Fig. 3, it is found that the final morphology of the deposited Li is strongly dependent on the applied voltage and the initial morphology of the electrode surface. A phase-like diagram was constructed to identify regions yielding fiber-like Li, intact dendrites, as well as tip-splitting dendrites with two boundary lines. The x-axis of the diagram is the applied voltage while the y-axis is the size ratio (b/a) of the protuberance that is representative of the initial morphology of the Li. The transition from fiber-like Li to intact dendrites and tip-splitting dendrites will be seen when increasing the applied voltage or when making the initial morphology of the electrode flatter. It is worth noting that the thermodynamic aspect of the potential dependence may also be taken into account with Pourbaix-type diagrams, using a computational lithium electrode (CLiE) approach [44,45].

Apart from the electrochemical conditions, the mechanical stability of the SEI layer is also assumed to be critical for the electrodeposition of Li because the Li\(^+\) ion transport through the SEI layer affects the kinetics of electrodeposition process and as mechanical damage of the SEI layer leads to side reactions. Quantitative electro-chemo-mechanical models have been built to understand the failure mechanism of the SEI layer and the influence of the properties of the SEI layer on the Li electrodeposition process [46,47]. In these models, the distribution of the Li-ion concentration, electric field, and the mechanical stress are directly visualized, as shown in Fig. 4a. The dynamic evolution of the physical fields and Li morphology are captured to study the electrodeposition process which involves the reduction of Li-ions, changes in the stress at the interface, and mass transfer in the electrolyte. The results suggest that the structural uniformity of the SEI layer is the most significant parameter and that a high SEI ionic conductivity is beneficial to suppress stress at the interface, which is the primary cause of the rupture of the SEI layer. However, the modeling results also show that an extremely high Young’s modulus of the SEI layer will suppress the electrodeposition rate of Li without significantly improving the stability of the SEI layer (Fig. 4b). A moderate Young’s modulus, about 3 GPa, is suggested as the optimum value to obtain a stable SEI layer on a Li-metal anode. Differing from previous directions, aimed at obtaining SEI layers with much higher mechanical strengths, the conclusions derived from the phase-field modeling present new insights into the Li electrode failure mechanism and the design of SEI layers. These new modeling directions are, therefore, promising in the development of advanced engineering strategies for practical applications of Li-metal batteries.

Although the phase-field modeling, based on electrochemical principles, is a powerful tool to investigate the morphological evolution of the Li deposited under various conditions, it is worth emphasizing that the electrochemical conditions used in the modeling cannot fully represent the real experimental conditions. Therefore, incorporating more experimental details into the model will significantly enhance the accuracy of modeling results and promote the development of phase-field modeling of electrochemical systems.

5. Conclusion and outlook

In this perspective, we return to the fundamentals of the deceivingly simple process of Li electrodeposition, and the three parts discussed represent three different approaches to the problem, namely, the bottom-up, the top-down, and the middle-way.

In the bottom-up approach, one tends to think (and compute) from the first-principles. This allows one problem to be tackled at a time and to single out factors that may otherwise be overlooked. Going from the thermodynamic cycle to the solvation free energy and showing the importance of the charge distribution in Li clusters are examples of this type of approach. The top-down approach, on the other hand, involves facing the full complexity seen within the experimental world. In this regard, the holistic view, as well as insights based on fundamental electrodeposition theory (e.g., the potential-controlled 2D nucleation and the underpotential deposition on the copper substrate), are shown to be valuable also for Li deposition. Finally, the middle-way approach, exemplified by the phase-field modeling method mentioned above, combines inputs from experiments with the physical laws emerging from the microscopic world. This allows one to do systematic studies under different electrochemical and mechanical conditions, which either
are too expensive to treat with first-principles simulations or difficult to address experimentally. Nevertheless, there is no one-size-fits-all approach, and synergies are clearly needed in order to fill the gap between theory and experiment. In our view, this requires efforts considering at least two aspects: improved communication between researchers using different approaches and the incorporation of more realistic simulation conditions.

One way to think about first-principles simulation, phase-field modeling and experimental characterization is to consider it as different methods providing information at different levels. Therefore, parameters from the first-principles simulation and the experiments can be passed on to the phase-field modeling. For example, the solvation free energy computed from the first-principles simulation may be incorporated into the modeling of the surface tension in the phase-field modeling, while the morphology of the electrode determined from X-ray tomography can be used as a starting point when building an initial model. It is worth noting that the message-passing between different approaches is not a one-way street, for example, the constraints obtained from experiments (e.g., the composition or measurable constants) can be imposed in the first-principles simulation as well.

Another way to see the difference between theory and experiment is to realize that something simple in one approach can be rather challenging in the other or vice versa. For example, the surface defects, the site energy, the ligand complexation, and the ion-ion correlation that come naturally in first-principles simulation are not usually considered in the phase-field modeling because these factors are no longer simple functions of concentration and/or electrostatic potential. Similarly, the experimental condition in the electrodeposition can switch between potentiostatic and galvanostatic, while the Dirichlet boundary condition (i.e., at a constant voltage) or electrostatic potential. Similarly, the experimental condition in the electrodeposition can switch between potentiostatic and galvanostatic, while the Dirichlet boundary condition (i.e., at a constant voltage) or electrostatic potential. Similarly, the experimental condition in the electrodeposition can switch between potentiostatic and galvanostatic, while the Dirichlet boundary condition (i.e., at a constant voltage) or electrostatic potential.

All in all, there is plenty of room where the bottom-up, the top-down, and the middle-way approaches can work together to improve our understanding of the fundamental process involved in the Li electrodeposition process and design new strategies for preventing/mitigating Li dendrite formation. Therefore, the seemingly large gap between theory and simulation is not really a challenge but an invitation.
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